THE 4TH ANNUAL YOUNG ENTERTAINER AWARDS | 2019

Steven J. Ross Theatre at Warner Brothers Studio
Sunday, April 7, 2019
Award Ceremony: 12:00pm
Honoring the work of Young Entertainers in 2018

BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTOR | FEATURE FILM

Nominees

NATHANIEL SALEH
Mary Poppins Returns
Walt Disney Studios

GUSTAVO QUIROZ
Instant Family
Paramount Pictures

PAUL MIKÉL WILLIAMS
The 15:17 to Paris
Warner Brothers

BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTRESS | FEATURE FILM

Nominees

PIXIE DAVIES
Mary Poppins Returns
Walt Disney Studios

ISABELA MONER
Instant Family
Paramount Pictures
BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTOR | FEATURE FILM

Nominees

TATE BIRCHMORE
Peppermint
Lakeshore Entertainment

CHRISTIAN CONVERY
Beautiful Boy
Amazon Studios

JORDAN POOLE
Birthmarked
Vertical Entertainment

LUKE ROESSLER
Dead Pool 2
Marvel/Fox

BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTRESS | FEATURE FILM

Nominees

LIA FRANKLAND
Tully
Focus Features

LAUREN PETERS
A Simple Favor
Lionsgate

NICOLE PETERS
A Simple Favor
Lionsgate

JENA SKODJE
Entanglement
Thunderbird Films

AUDREY SMALLMAN
Midnight Sun
Wrigley Pictures
BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTOR | INDEPENDENT OR FILM FESTIVAL FEATURE FILM

Nominees

DANIEL DOHENY
The Package
Campfire Productions

JAYDEN GREIG
Aliens Ate My Homework
Universal

AIDEN CUMMING-TEICHER
Beyond the Sun
AMBI Productions

BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTRESS | INDEPENDENT OR FILM FESTIVAL FEATURE FILM

Nominees

CHALET LIZETTE BRANNAN
Crepitus
Indican

SANAE LOUTSIS
Beloved Beast
Lionsgate

LAUREN MCNAMARA
Aliens Ate My Homework
Universal

ALIYAH MOULDEN
Chicken Girls: The Movie
Brat
BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTOR | INDEPENDENT OR FILM FESTIVAL FEATURE FILM

Nominees

ALEXANDER DAVIS
Ride
Forrest Films

CONNOR DEAN
Cool Cat Kids Super Hero
Cool Cat Productions

NAZARIY DEMKOWICZ
Siberia
Saban Films

KEEGAN HEDLEY
Never Saw it Coming
NSIC Productions

GRAYSON THORNE KILPATRICK
Chicken Girls: The Movie
Brat

JAYDEN MADDUX
The Adventures of Thomasina Sawyer
Elyisum Bandini Productions

SEAN QUAN
Aliens Ate My Homework
Universal
BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTRESS | INDEPENDENT OR FILM FESTIVAL FEATURE FILM

Nominees

JESSICA MIKAYLA ADAMS
A Happening of Monumental Proportions
ALBYN Media

CHIARA AURELIA
Back Roads
Tribeca Films

CARMELA NOSSA GUIZZO
Aliens Ate My Homework
Universal

SUMMER H. HOWELL
The Midnight Man
Midnight Productions

BEST YOUNG ENSEMBLE

Nominees

Mary Poppins Returns
Walt Disney Studios
CAST: PIXIE DAVIES, NATHANAELE SALEH, JOEL DAWSON

Aliens Ate My Homework
Universal
CAST: JADEN GREIG, LAUREN MCNAMARA, CHRISTIAN CONVERY, SEAN QUAN, CARMELA NOSSA GUIZZO
BEST YOUNG DIRECTOR

Nominees

**JAZMIN AGUILAR**
The Letter
Art Institute of California

CHARLOTTE GUERRY
Boob Sweat
USC

RACHELLE HENRY
Enigmatic
RPM MarTan Productions

JAX MALCOLM
Conservation Invasion
KAP Productions

JOSH ELLIOTT PICKEL
The Choice
Pickel Productions

DEMIE SANTONE
Spellbound
Art Center College of Design

DANIEL WOO
By River’s Edge
Chapman University
BEST YOUNG ACTOR | SHORT FILM

Nominees

SHERIDAN ARCHBOLD
Sam’s Firecracker
Independent

JAC CARRERA
Swinging Into Action
Guevara Productions

JULIEN HICKS
Mirror Man
Independent

JOSH ELLIOTT PICKEL
Bone Crusher
Pickel Productions

MAX STEINBERG
What Normal Boys Do
Cinema Hack

STEFAN VUJICIC
A Single Bound
Single Bound Productions
BEST YOUNG ACTOR 11-12 | SHORT FILM

Nominees

DOGEN EYELER
Wildness
Supertramp Films

ROMAN DEAN GEORGE
The Hug
Hulu

JOSHUA PACKARD
A Thursday Drive
Pritchard Productions

GUSTAVO QUIROZ
Akeda
AFI

BRANDIN STENNIS
Navigating the Future
Cornerstone INC

MARKO VUJICIC
A Single Bound
Single Bound Productions
BEST YOUNG ACTOR 10 & UNDER | SHORT FILM

Nominees

JONATHAN BIANCO
A Single Bound
Single Bound Productions

ALEXANDER DAVIS
Re: Possessed Homes
BravoFact Productions

EAMON HANSON
Little Lights
CBC

CHRISTIAN HUMPHRIES
Time Child
Sheridan Films

JADEN OEHR
Edge of Apollo
Fraser University
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS | SHORT FILM

Nominees

BRIANNA BAZLER
Battle, Sammy
Film Ed Academy

JANETTE BUNDIC
I Needed Light
YouTube

TAYLOR GRACE
The Meal
Devin Walker Productions

RACHELLE HENRY
Mehndi
Manner of Speaking Productions

LISA CHRISTINE HOLMBERG
ALT + <3
Blood From Stone

LACI KAY
Sweet 16
Camera and A Dream Productions

SAVANNAH KENNICK
Bloom
Digital Cinema

JOLIE VANIER
Escape Room
Queen Bee Film Hive
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS 13 – 14 | SHORT FILM

Nominees

MILA BRENER
A Perfect Christmas
Channel 101

JORDAN DEMEUSY
Turn Away
Big Productions

CARMINA GARAY
Layla
Independent

SARAH KAY JOLLY
Emma Ray
Chris Beal Productions

JOLIE LEDFORD
SnaggleTooth
End Timey Productions
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS 12 | SHORT FILM

Nominees

ISABELLA BAZLER
Neither Shadow of Turning
Clarion Films

MACY DROUIN
The Give and Take
Havealook Films

EDEN SUMMER GILMORE
20 Minutes To Life
Bread Bag Productions

ATHENA PARK
Pink Elephant
Independent

AUDREY SMALLMAN
Shuttlecock
Crazy 8

ESABELLA STRICKLAND
My Red Ball
Young MovieMakers
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS 10 - 11 | SHORT FILM

Nominees

BROOKLYN BELLA
Queen
Independent

AVA CLOSE
Tick
Independent

XOCHITL GOMEZ-DEINES
The Letter
Art Institute of California

ISABELLA FOWLER
Famous Little Girls
Flowerbud Entertainment

CHARLOTTE PULLEY
The Birth of....
Cal State Fullerton

BROOKLYN ROBINSON
Whys of the Wheres
USC

DEVIN WEAVER
The Little Girl in the Yellow Dress
Hamasaki Productions

BRIANNI WALKER
Niara
Independent
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS 9 | SHORT FILM

Nominees

SARAH BAZLER
Neither Shadow of Turning
Clarion Films

CHARLIE BOYLE
Duck, Duck, Goose
Independent

JUJU JOURNEY BRENER
A Perfect Christmas
Channel 101

CC KING
I Smell the Salt
Josiah Productions

CALAH LANE
Bad Things
MKLJ Productions

LINA RENNA
Mi Madre, My Father
The Herd Films

ASHLEY SILVERMAN
Forget Me Not
Independent
BEST YOUNG ACTOR | TV MOVIE, MINI SERIES OR SPECIAL

Nominees

CHRISTIAN CONVERY
A Twist of Christmas
Hallmark

CHRISTIAN MICHAEL COOPER
Cooking with Love
Hallmark

BLAKE ANTHONY CRAWFORD
Jingle Belle
Lifetime

MAC JARMAN
Harry + Meghan: A Royal Romance
Crown Productions

LUKE ROESSLER
The Bad Seed
Lifetime
BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTRESS | TV MOVIE, MINI SERIES OR SPECIAL

Nominees

EDEN SUMMER GILMORE
It’s Christmas, Eve
Hallmark

SOPHIE GRACE
Terror in the Woods
Lifetime

ELLA WEST JERRIER
Terror in the Woods
Lifetime

ASHLEY SILVERMAN
Left For Dead
Lifetime

PARIS SMITH
A Stolen Life
Lifetime
BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTRESS | TV MOVIE, MINI SERIES OR SPECIAL

Nominees

DELIA LISETTE CHAMBERS
No Sleep 'Til Christmas
Freeform

AVA GRACE COOPER
Mingle All the Way
Hallmark

LAUREN MCNAMARA
Welcome to Christmas
Hallmark

BAILEY SKODJE
Smalltown Christmas
Hallmark

BELLA STINE
Cucuy the Boogeyman
SYFY

BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTOR | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

JADIEL DOWLIN
Star Falls
Nickelodeon

ETHAN HUTCHISON
Queen Sugar
OWN / Warner Brothers

ETHAN WACKER
Bizaardvark
Disney Channel
BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTRESS | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

RUBY JAY
Holly Hobbie
HULU

OLIVIA KEVILLE
Splitting up Together
ABC

BAILEY SKODJE
The Crossing
ABC

SOFIA WYLIE
Andi Mack
Disney Channel

BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTOR | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

CORY GRÜTER - ANDREW
Anne With an E
Netflix

MARCUS CORNWALL
Star Falls
Nickelodeon

CARTER RYAN EVANCÍC
When Calls the Heart
Hallmark

RYAN PHOUNG
Young Sheldon
CBS
BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTRESS | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

KATHERINE EVANS
Six
History Channel

LAYA DELEON HAYES
Just Add Magic
Amazon Studios

KENNEDY LEA SLOCUM
The Kids are Alright
ABC

BEST YOUNG ENSEMBLE | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

Andi Mack
Disney Channel
CAST: ASHER ANGEL, PEYTON ELIZABETH LEE, JOSHUA RUSH, SOFIA WYLIE

Star Falls
Nickelodeon
CAST: SIENA AGUDONG, MARCUS CORNWALL, JADIEL DOWLIN, KAMALA FAIRBURN, TOMASO SANELLI
BEST RECURRING YOUNG ACTOR | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

PETER BUNDIC
*Chilling Adventures of Sabrina*
WB/Netflix

CHASE MANGUM
*Lethal Weapon*
FOX

JACK MOORE
*Arrow*
CW

CONNOR MUHL
*Everything Sucks*
Netflix

JORDAN POOLE
*Mr. D*
CBC
BEST RECURRING YOUNG ACTOR 12 & UNDER | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

CHRISTIAN MICHAEL COOPER
The Crossing
ABC

MARCUS CORNWALL
Holly Hobbie
HULU

JAIVEN NATT
When Calls the Heart
Hallmark

T.K. WEAVER
General Hospital
ABC

PAUL MIKEL WILLIAMS
Westworld
HBO
BEST RECURRING YOUNG ACTRESS | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

CASEY BURKE
The Middle
ABC

NIKKI CASTILLO
Scorpio
CBS

KATHERINE EVANS
Supernatural
CW

MAYA JADE FRANK
Bizaardvark
Disney Channel

HAILEY KITTLE
Falling Water
USA

KASSIDY MATTERA
Mr. D
CBC
BEST RECURRING YOUNG ACTRESS 14 & UNDER | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

AVA GRACE COOPER
Beyond
Freeform

JORDYN CURET
Child Support
ABC

ELIZA FARIA
Arrow
CW

IMOGEN TEAR
When Calls the Heart
Hallmark
BEST GUEST STARRING YOUNG ACTOR | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

PETER BUNDIC
The Hollow
Netflix

CONNOR DEAN
9-1-1
FOX

NAZARIY DEMKOWICZ
Channel Zero
SyFy

MATHEW EDMONDSON
Star Falls
Nickelodeon

GRAYSON THORNE KILPATRICK
To Tell the Truth
ABC

DAVID RAYNOLDS
Travelers
Netflix

MARKO VUJICIC
Condor
MGM
BEST GUEST STARRING YOUNG ACTOR 10 – 12 | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

TRAVIS BURNETT
Raven’s Home
Disney Channel

KAIDEN WILLIAMS CHAPMAN
Raven’s Home
Disney Channel

SAMUEL FARACI
Will + Grace
NBC

EVAN HORSLEY
S.W.A.T
CBS
BEST GUEST STARRING YOUNG ACTOR 9 & UNDER | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

MAXIMUS BIRCHMORE
Kidding
Showtime

OLIVER BOYLE
This Hour Has 22 Minutes
CBC

BROCK BRENNER
New Girl
FOX

JUSTIN PAUL KELLY
Creeped Out
Netflix

JADEN OEHR
Legends of Tomorrow
CW

SEBASTIAN BILLINGSLEY-RODRIGUEZ
X-Files
FOX

BECKHAM SKODJE
The Magicians
SYFY
BEST GUEST STARRING YOUNG ACTRESS | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

CAITLIN CARMICHAEL
The Good Doctor
ABC

OLIVIA STEELE-FALCONER
The Good Doctor
ABC

CHLOE RAY WARMOTH
Fuller House
Netflix

BEST GUEST STARRING YOUNG ACTRESS 12 | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

ALYSSA DE BOISBLANC
Modern Family
ABC

BIANCA D’AMBROSIO
NICKY, RICKY, DICKY + DAWN
Nickelodeon

CHIARA D’AMBROSIO
NICKY, RICKY, DICKY + DAWN
Nickelodeon

EMILY DELAHUNTY
Mach - X4
Disney XD

LILY KILLAM
Take Two
ABC

PILOT PAISLEY - ROSE
NICKY, RICKY, DICKY + DAWN
Nickelodeon
BEST GUEST STARRING YOUNG ACTRESS 11 & UNDER | TELEVISION SERIES

Nominees

VALENTINA BATTRICK
Fear Thy Neighbor
Cream Productions

CHARLIE BOYLE
Mr. D
CBC

BROOKE FONTANA
Kidding
Showtime

EMMA OLIVER
The X-Files
FOX

LINA RENNA
The 100
CW

BEST YOUNG ACTOR | VOICE OVER ROLE

Nominees

TYLER BARISH
The Magic Lantern
Ryerson Films

ROMAN DEAN GEORGE
Life is Strange 2
Square Enix

JAXON MERCEY
Paw Patrol
Nickelodeon

DAVID RAYNOLDS
Ready, Jet, Go!
PBS
BEST YOUNG ACTOR 10 & UNDER | VOICE OVER ROLE

Nominees

**BRODY ALLEN**
Treehouse Detectives
Netflix

NICHOLAS FRY
Max and Ruby
Nelvana

BENJAMIN HUM
Esme + Roy
Nelvana

JUSTIN PAUL KELLY
Paw Patrol
Nickelodeon

JACOB SOLEY
Esme + Roy
Nelvana

MADYX WHITEWAY
Lego Niojago
Spun Productions
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS | VOICE OVER ROLE

Nominees

JESSICA MIKAYLA ADAMS
Spiderman: Into the Spider-Verse
SONY

ANNA BARTLAM
True and the Rainbow Kingdom
Netflix

MILA BRENER
Shimmer and Shine
Nick Jr.

ELIZABETH IRVING
Kiz Castle
YouTube

BEST YOUNG ACTRESS 12 & UNDER | VOICE OVER ROLE

Nominees

LILLY BARTLAM
Total DramaRama
Cartoon Network

LUNA BELLA
Shimmer and Shine
Nick Jr.

REBECCA CHAN
Marco Polo World School
Marco Polo Inc.

ABIGAIL OLIVER
Top Wing
Nick Jr.

LYNSEY PHAM
Magic School Bus Rides Again
Netflix
BEST PERFORMANCE | MUSIC VIDEO

Nominees

MATHEW EDMONDSON
If I Wait
Cartright Productions

SOFIA EVANGELINA
This is Your Song
MDRockers

KACEY FIFIELD
Listen to the Silence
YouTube

ELIZABETH IRVING
Is that Alright
Moonrider Productions

LACI KAY
Games
Royal Coast Records

PRYMRR
Gamblin’
YouTube
BEST YOUNG ACTOR | WEB PERFORMANCE

Nominees

BROCK BRENNER
After Buzz TV
After Buzz Productions

BRYSON ROBINSON
Afterschooled
Brat

BRANDIN STENNIS
Meet Tristan
Comedy Central

BEST YOUNG ACTRESS | WEB PERFORMANCE

Nominees

BRIANNA BAZLER
Manny’s Garage Sale
The Other Hitchcock Entertainment

OLIVIA STEELE FALCONER
Sacred Lies
Blumhouse

GISELLE LOMELINO
Just Giselle
Gem Sisters Inc.
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS 11 – 13 | WEB PERFORMANCE

Nominees

CARISSA BAZLER
Mondays
Independent

ISABELLA BAZLER
Manny’s Garage Sale
The Other Hitchcock Entertainment

BIANCA D’AMBROSIO
Welcome to Howler
Hella TV

CHIARA D’AMBROSIO
Welcome to Howler
Hella TV

MERCEDES LOMELINO
Miss Mom Vlogs
Gem Sisters Inc.

HANNAH ZIRKE
Sacred Lies
Blumhouse Productions
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS 10 & UNDER | WEB PERFORMANCE

Nominees

ZOË NOELLE BAKER
Sacred Lies
Blumhouse Productions

CARINA BATTRICK
Impulse
YouTube

SARAH BAZLER
Manny’s Garage Sale
The Other Hitchcock Entertainment

EVANGELINE LOMELINO
Miss Mom Vlogs
Gem Sisters Inc.

ZAHLEE MOORE
Abandoned
Trigger Media Productions

BROOKLYN ROBINSON
Shelby’s Haus
Amazon TV

BLUEBELLE SARACENO
Gal Pals
YouTube

MAJA VUJICIC
Kids React
CBC
BEST YOUNG ACTOR | WEB HOST

Nominees

BRODY ALLEN
We Build it, We Break it.
Dreamworks

KAIDEN WILLIAMS CHAPMAN
We Build it, We Break it.
Dreamworks

RICHARD DAVIS
Award Host
Independent

AVERY ESTEVES
The Big Fun Crafty Show
Breakthrough Entertainment.

JAX MALCOLM
Conservation Invasion
KAP Productions

BEST YOUNG ACTRESS | WEB HOST

Nominees

JANETTE BUNDIC
EveRIAtching
YouTube

RUBY JAY
What they got Right
Dreamworks

ISABELLE MACNEIL
CBC Kids News
CBC

CHLOE NOELLE
Halloween Spooktacular
YouTube
BEST YOUNG ACTOR | LIVE THEATRE

Nominees

BOWIE BUNDLIE
Beauty and the Beast
Casa 0101

BRADLEY BUNDLIE
Tesla the Musical
Barnsdall Park

TRAVIS BURNETT
Newsies
La Mirada Theatre

JULIEN HICKS
Seven Minutes in Heaven
Eternal Theatre

JAX MALCOLM
A Christmas Story
Sierra Madre Playhouse

HUNTER PAYTON
Daisy Pulls it Off
2nd Story Theatre

AIDEN CUMMING – TEICHER
Who We Care For
Vancouver Fringe Festival

ROBIN DE ZWART
Random Acts of Comedy
Coracina Theatre
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS | LIVE THEATRE

Nominees

ANNA BARTLAM
A Christmas Carol
The Grand Theatre

MAKENNA BEATTY
A Christmas Carol
Soup Can Theatre

JORDYN CURET
Tale of Two Sisters
Beverly Hills Playhouse

CARMINA GARAY
Afflicted: Daughters of Salem
La Mirada Theatre

ISABEL HADERER
Once
Royal Manitoba Theatre

LISA CHRISTINE HOLMBERG
A Family Christmas
Stage Studio Theatre

ALORA KILLAM
Beauty and the Beast
Adage Studio

VALERIE ROSE LOHMAN
Parade- The Musical
3D Theatricals Tour

MADELINE LUPI
13 The Musical
Rhino Theatre

EVA DE ZWART
As You Like It
Theatre on the Isle
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE NOMINEES!!

#SUPPORTYOUNGENTERTAINERS